other words, Adam should have focused on from where he
came, and why he was here.”
Hashem created every individual with his own
unique purpose in life – which only he can perform. By
allowing someone to convince “me” to do something else,
I am failing myself – my purpose, my perfection. How
important is it for everyone to take the lesson of the Baal
HaTanya personally to heart? Rav Zilberstein observes
that a person might think that if he entertains his personal
aspirations, it might have a negative effect on his spiritual
goals. This does not mean that if someone dreams of
becoming a football quarterback at the expense of his
ruchniyos, spirituality, that he is free to make the choice.
Certainly not! The question is: If someone is truly
interested in carrying out the will of Hashem, with his goal
being to achieve distinction in an area that might be
realized at the expense of his Torah learning, may he do
so? Or is it learning – or nothing?
Rav Zilberstein replies that first and foremost,
one must be completely certain (following sincere
introspection) that what he wants to do is l’shem
Shomayim, for the sake of glorifying Heaven. Once he has
determined that his goals are not for personal glory or a
way to escape the bais hamedrash, then he should follow
his proclivity.
Rav Zilberstein buttresses this thought with the
following story that occurred concerning his grandfather,
Horav Aryeh Levine, zl. The Tzaddik of Yerushalayim, as he
was aptly called, was much more than his nom de plume.
He was the essence of virtue and caring for the
downtrodden – especially those whom others did not
necessary take under their wing, such as prisoners and
those who were critically ill, whose bodies had
deteriorated to the point that left them in a constant state
of agonizing pain. Obviously, visiting such people was, for
most, quite difficult – but not for Rav Aryeh. He provided
them with encouragement, comfort and love.
Nonetheless, when Rav Aryeh realized the toll that his
multifarious acts of chesed, kindness, took on his available
time for learning, he went to ask the advice of a Torah
giant of the caliber of the Leshem, grandfather of Horav
Yosef Shalom Elyashiv, zl, and the primary mentor of
Kabbalah to most of the great Kabbalists in the Holy Land.
The Leshem replied that the primary barometer
to determine whether his goal was focused on the proper
path and was, thus, permitted to infringe (so to speak) on
his learning was: simchah; joy. Did he execute all of his acts
of chesed with utmost joy? Furthermore, did he feel that
the world needed him to do these acts of chesed. (Is there
no one else? In most cases, there was not, nor was there
someone who would execute it with the same flair and
passion.) If these criterions were met, then it was clear
that this was his purpose in life! He should continue!
How important it is to do what one wants and
about which he feels good. It is not always about money

and prestige. It is about what one enjoys and what he does
well.

Va’ani Tefillah
 – והזדים מהרה תעקרV’ha’zeidim meheirah s’akeir.
May you quickly uproot the evildoers.
Horav Yitzchak Kirzner, zl, provides an excellent
rendering of this brachah, blessing, with regard to human
relationships. We ask that heretics be completely
eradicated. This implies that as soon as one becomes
aware that external influences are beginning to play a role
in his life, he must immediately move to put a stop to
them. I use the phrase “external influences” cautiously,
because it can apply to anyone under a variety of
circumstances. It may apply to whoever meddles (or
attempts to interfere) in the lives of others – such as:
parents (even well-meaning) mixing into the lives of their
married children, or people encroaching on the lives of
their friends. While they think they know what they are
doing, they often are unaware of the whole story, and, as
a result, can cause more damage than good. The
interference of people who are likely to destroy a couple’s
relationship should not be tolerated.
Furthermore, heresy within a relationship should
not be countenanced. A successful marriage is based upon
the premise that each spouse contributes one hundred
percent. Anything less than that is an incomplete
marriage. When one member of a relationship harbors
deep reservations concerning the viability of the
relationship, such emotions will eventually erode their
relationship. One must be fully committed with every fibre
of his/her body if this marriage is to work. Alien thoughts
concerning the relationship undermine and eventually
destroy the relationship. Just as we ask Hashem to
eradicate those who do us harm, so, too, do we ask Him to
eradicate those harmful influences that might harm our –
or our spouse’s – full commitment to the relationship.
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Parashas Lech Lecha

תשע"ט

ואת הנפש אשר עשו בחרן
And the souls they made in Charan. (12:5)
Avraham Avinu made souls – so did Sarah Imeinu
– each focusing on members of his or her own specific
gender. Developing the spiritual qualities of their students
and leading them to belief in the Almighty was much more
than spiritual refinement. It was a process by which
Avraham and Sarah transformed their students, actually
made them anew. They developed the potential of each
student, bringing it to the surface. They accomplished this
through the medium of mitzvah performance, which
teaches us that every act of mitzvah performance is
transformative, capable of altering a Jew’s overall
essence.
In Pirkei Avos (5:22), Chazal distinguish between
the students of Avraham and those of Bilaam harasha, the
evil one. Avraham’s talmidim, students, were identifiable
by their good eye, humble spirit and meek soul. Those who
possessed the opposite – a greedy soul, an arrogant spirit
and an evil eye – were students of Bilaam. In his
commentary to Parashas Balak, the Sfas Emes wonders
why one requires the services of a rebbe to teach
bad/negative middos, character traits. No pedagogical
process is necessary. All one needs to do is remain in the
proximity of an unrefined, uncouth, self-centered, evil
person – and those traits will eventually rub off. It sounds
almost as if one must “learn” these negative middos,
when, in reality, it should be understood that one who
does not strive to develop good/positive character traits
will invariably develop negative ones!
Horav Mordechai Gifter, zl, teaches us a critical
lesson in Torah chinuch. Chazal are not addressing the
teaching of middos, but rather, the learning of chochmah,
wisdom, from a rebbe. One must be acutely aware that
separating the educational material from the personality
of the rebbe is impossible. Thus, when one studies wisdom
from a mentor whose middos are vulgar, insensitive,
discourteous, iniquitous and revolting (just to mention a
few), his mentor’s deficiencies will rub off on him.
When one manifests good middos, it indicates
that he has studied under a rebbe who possesses refined
character traits. Someone who possesses negative
character traits attests to the inferior ethical and moral
quality of his mentor. Avraham’s students were walking
advertisements for the Rebbe and institution in which he
mentored the students. Likewise, those who attended
Bilaam’s school of wisdom demonstrated by their very
behavior who their mentor was. This is a powerful lesson
to parents from a Rosh Yeshivah who transformed the

פרשת לך לך

lives of thousands of students: the establishment of an
appropriate environment through the influence of a mentor,
friends (who also mentor) is an essential aspect of the
educational development of a child. It is not only all about
learning. It is about who your child’s mentor is that often
determines the direction the child will take in life.

...ויאמר אברם אל לוט אל נא תהי מריבה ביני ובינך
And Avram said to Lot, “Let there be no discord, please,
between me and you….” (13:8)
Horav S.R. Hirsch, zl, teaches an important lesson
concerning the grammatical syntax of the above pasuk. He
explains that the word beineinu, between us, is used when
the separation or union is not necessarily mutual. However,
when the Torah repeats the bein, between, such as here,
beini u’beinecha, between me and you, the union or
separation is mutual. It is as if Avraham Avinu was intimating
to Lot: “If we have discord, there can be no relationship
between us. Our quarrel is mutual. There are things about
you which do not please me, and I am certain that there are
aspects of my life and endeavor which do not conform to
your way of thinking. In other words, apparently neither of
us sees eye to eye with the other. This is causing strife
between us and our people. We should separate, because
separation engenders peace.”
In order to protect his people from the bad
example of Lot’s ménage, it was critical for Avraham to
demand complete separation. Furthermore, Avraham could
not just go anywhere in which there was a surplus of
pasturage. He required a sheltered, isolated environment,
distant from the people who viewed corruption and moral
profligacy as a way of life. Lot, however, having rejected
Avraham’s way of life, could live anywhere that grass was
aplenty. His herds required feeding. This was Lot’s sole
criteria when he was seeking a neighborhood in which to
live.
Understanding this distinction between a single
bein and a repetitive bein, Rav Hirsch goes on to teach an
important lesson with regard to the mitzvah of Shabbos.
Concerning Shabbos observance, the Torah writes (Shemos
31:17), Beini u’vein Bnei Yisrael, “Between Me and
(between) Bnei Yisrael” (it is a sign forever). This phrase uses
a double repetition, a double sign of recognition. As long as
Klal Yisrael adheres to this mitzvah, as long as we observe
Shabbos, we thereby recognize and acknowledge that we
belong to Hashem, and Hashem acknowledges us as His. It is
a dual, reciprocal relationship. If chas v’shalom, Heaven

forbid, one desecrates Shabbos, he tears asunder this
appears to be an unceasing powerhouse of spiritual
double bond in both directions! We break with Hashem
activity – until the next day, when he is seen wobbly
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does so knowingly, willingly, and with complete awareness
out to humanity and teach the world about Hashem. If my
of what Shabbos means to the Jewish People, ergo severs
reputation is sullied as a result of our matching
his relationship with Hashem – and Hashem does likewise.
appearances, people will view me in a negative light and,
This is a most frightening lesson, which presents shemiras
consequently, ignore anything that I might have to say.”
Shabbos, Shabbos observance, in a different light. Shabbos
Our Patriarch was simply being realistic.
is not a “regular” mitzvah. It is the primary Jewish
Alternatively, Pardes Yosef explains that when two
observance that rises above the rest. It is the only ritual
opponents argue and one is an undisputed tzaddik,
mentioned in the Aseres HaDibros, Ten Commandments.
righteous person, and the other is unquestionably a rasha,
The penalty for violating the Shabbos (during the time of
wicked, a chillul Hashem, desecration of Hashem’s Name,
the Bais Hamikdash when capital punishment was
is unlikely to occur. People will simply assume that the
administered) was stoning – the same punishment that is
tzaddik represents all that is good and just, while the rasha
meted out to one who abandons Judaism for another
represents evil, those who would destroy anything
religion. Shabbos is the most important institution of
spiritually positive in Jewish life. When the positions are
Judaism. It is the touchstone of our faith. Shabbos is our
clear, people assume that the tzaddik was compelled to
identity. Shabbos affirms our belief in Hashem as the
take a stand against those who would usurp Torah and
Creator of all things.
mitzvos. When the lines of demarcation are blurred,
For the Jew, belief in Hashem is more than a
however, when both sides present themselves as
mere creed or catechism. It is the foundation of all
exponents of Orthodoxy, fighting for what is right and just,
meaning in life. Without a Creator, there can be no
a strong possibility exists that a desecration of Hashem’s
possible meaning to existence. There is no purpose, no
Name will result. Clearly, both of them cannot be
morality, no ethics, no life worth living. Thus, Shabbos is
righteous. One must be a fraud. Such talk, although
the focus of Jewish belief; for, without Shabbos, there is
possibly incorrect, is damaging and plants the seeds for a
no Creator, and, without belief in Hashem, there is no life.
chillul Hashem.
I could go on, but I think the reader
Horav Reuven Karlinstein, zl, suggests another
conceptualizes the picture. We now understand the
approach toward understanding why the fact that
repetition of bein, between. When we make the conscious
Avraham and Lot were family, that brotherly sentiments
decision to violate the institution of Shabbos, we break our
existed between them, was, in and of itself, sufficient
bond with Hashem. This is a dual relationship. Thus, one
reason for separating from one another. When Hashem
can expect Divine reciprocity. Need we say more? [I must
instructed Avraham to uproot himself, leave his home, his
add that this thesis applies to one who was raised with the
birthplace, his community and his family, Avraham took
institution of Shabbos – not a tinok she’nishbah, child
Lot along with him. Why? Was Lot not part of his family?
captured by gentiles, a halachic term which applies to one
Was he not supposed to leave his family? Lot was a
who was raised in an unobservant milieu, with little or no
nephew. That is family. Apparently, he took Lot because
education in Torah and mitzvos.]
Lot, as a student, was so subservient to him that Avraham
viewed Lot to be a part of his own household – not a
member of his father’s household. Hashem told Avraham
 כי...ויאמר אברם אל לוט אל נא תהי מריבה ביני ובינך
to leave his father’s household. Lot was a member of his
 הפרד נא מעלי...אנשים אחים אנחנו
family.
And Avram said to Lot, “Please let there be no discord,
All this was good and true as long as Lot
please, between me and you… for we are kinsmen (men
remained Avraham’s student. When an issue arose, Lot did
not offer an opinion. Whatever Avraham, his Rebbe, said
who are brothers)… Please separate from me.” (13:8,9)
was sufficient. He did not have his own opinion. Everything
It appears that the reason for them to separate
went in accordance with Avraham’s ruling. Once Lot
from one another was their kinship. If they were not
became his own spokesman, when he no longer refrained
kinsmen, would discord have been more acceptable?
from offering his personal opinion, even differing with
Strife is strife – discord devastates – controversy destroys.
Avraham, as was the case in their present discord, Lot
Does it make a difference if the fight is between brothers
reverted to becoming part of Avraham’s father’s
or two unrelated individuals? Chazal (cited by Rashi) teach
household. He was no longer family. Anashim achim
that Avraham Avinu and Lot had similar countenances.
anachnu, “We are kinsmen,” both members of my father’s
Does it make a difference whether or not they looked
household. We are on an equal basis. That is sufficient
alike?
reason for separation.
The simple explanation is that Avraham was
concerned with the fact that he and Lot looked the same.
Imagine, one day Avraham is seen in the bais hamedrash,
davening with fervor, learning diligently with great
ויאמר אליו אני ד' אשר הוצאתיך מאור כשדים
passion. When he leaves the bais hamedrash, he can be
And He (Hashem) said to him, “I am G-d Who brought
found carrying out acts of chesed for all people. Avraham
you out of Uhr Kasdim.” (15:7)

The fact that the Torah does not mention the
miracle of Avraham Avinu being spared from death in Uhr
Kasdim, except in passing, begs elucidation. Hashem just
says, “I am G-d Who brought you out of Uhr Kasdim” –
nothing at all about saving him from certain death.
Apparently, as far as our Patriarch was concerned, Uhr
Kasdim was not much of a nisayon, test, for him. Why?
Horav Yaakov Moshe Charlop, zl, explains that Avraham
Avinu lived his life on the ultimate spiritual plateau of
V’chai bahem, “By which he shall live” (Vayikra 18:5). This
teaches that one’s entire life should be dedicated to living
for Torah and mitzvos. Nothing may stand in the way of
mitzvah performance. Without kiyum haTorah, Torah
fulfillment, he has no life.
The mitzvah of V’chai bahem was not given with
regard to idolatry. In other words, when one is confronted
with the choice of worshipping an idol or relinquishing his
life, it is not actually a choice. In either event the individual
has no life. Worshipping an idol is equivalent to death.
When Avraham was confronted with the choice of death
or idolatry – it was no choice, no test. For Avraham, this
was a choice akin to death by sword or firing squad. In any
event, the result would be the same. Thus, the nisayon of
Uhr Kasdim is not mentioned, since, for Avraham, it was
no nisayon.

זאת בריתי אשר תשמרו ביני וביניכם ובין זרעך אחריך
המול לכם כל זכר
This is My Covenant which you shall keep between Me
and you and your descendants after you. Every male
among you shall be circumcised. (17:10)
In addressing the mitzvah of Bris Milah, the Sefer
HaChinuch writes: “One root reason for this precept is that
Hashem wished to affix in the people that He set apart to
be called by His Name a permanent sign on their bodies to
distinguish them physically from the other nations. Just as
they are differentiated in their spiritual form, their
purpose and way in the world not being the same, their
physical differentiation sets them apart as it constitutes
the perfection of their physical form. Hashem Yisborach
desired to refine the physical character of His chosen
people, and He wanted this perfection to be effected by
man. He did not create man consummate and perfect
from the womb in order to allude to him that, just as the
perfection of his physical form is carried out by his own
hand, so, too, is it in his hand (within his means and power)
to complete his spiritual form by the worthiness of his
actions.”
How fortunate are we that Hashem, Creator of
the Universe, chose us to be His nation and sealed this
relationship with an indelible imprint on our bodies.
Separation, distinctiveness, is an inherent component of
our national DNA. We are different because Hashem
wants us to be so. To ensure that we do not lose sight of
our unique relationship with Hashem, He commanded us
to have an insignia of distinction on our bodies forever. Is
it any wonder that the early secularists whose primary
goal was to assimilate with the gentile nations, chose Bris
Milah as one of their first salvos, prohibiting it for its
“barbaric” nature? How dare we mutilate a young child?
They did not realize then – and continue to this very day

with their delusion in thinking – that Jews deep down want
something with which to identify. After all is said and
done, every Jew, at one point or another, wakes up and
realizes that he is, indeed, different. At that moment, the
question of Jewish identity hits him squarely between the
eyes. For some, it is the chai chain or Magen David; for
others, it is their trip to the Holy Land with a quick guilt
stop at the Kosel; yet, for others, it is a ride to the cemetery
and a diversion down memory lane. All have one common
bond: They know that they are Jewish, and they seek some
manner through which they can identify.
Horav Yitzchak Zilberstein, Shlita, relates the
story of the man that came before him with another
indelible sign on his skin – only this sign was prohibited by
the Torah. For all appearances, this young man looked like
an Arab, until he pulled up his shirt sleeve exposing a
Magen David tattooed into his skin! Apparently, this
“Arab” was from Egypt. His mother was a Jewish woman,
who had been kidnapped by the Arabs as a young girl and
forced to embrace Islam. When her son was old enough to
understand, she tattooed the Jewish symbol (probably the
only one she knew) on the inside of her son’s arm. This
would serve as a constant reminder for him that he was
Jewish and, thus, not permitted to marry a Muslim girl. If
the villagers, in which he lived with his mother, were ever
to discover that Jews lived in their midst, they would kill
them. For a moment, let us delve into this woman’s
mesiras nefesh, devotion to the point of self-sacrifice.
While this does not mitigate the transgression of
tattooing, it does show how far a Jewish woman, albeit
totally non-observant, would go to maintain her son’s
Jewish identity.
The Sefer HaChinuch writes, “Hashem wished
that the physical perfection be effected by man… as an
allusion to the idea that, just as the perfection of his
physical form is carried out by man, so, too, is it in his
power, within his means, to complete his spiritual
worthiness by the positive actions that he performs.” We
often come up against a wall, a barrier which we are
convinced has been erected to prevent us from achieving
our perfection. Rav Zilberstein observes that Hashem has
delegated a unique purpose specifically endemic to each
individual. Just as each person has his own physical
imperfection to be completed, likewise, he has a spiritual
one for him alone, an act which only he can perform.
When the Baal HaTanya was incarcerated, the
superintendent of the prison approached him with a
question. (Apparently, this man had a working knowledge
of Chumash, or, at least, enough to ask a question.) “How
is it possible,” the superintendent asked, “that G-d asked
Adam what appears to be a rhetorical question: Ayeca,
‘Where are you?’ Does G-d not know where every person
is located?” The Rebbe was acutely aware that the nonJewish superintendent would not understand the
explanations provided by Rashi and other commentaries.
This gentile required an explanation that was practical and
“gentile-friendly.”
The Baal HaTanya replied, “When G-d asked this
question, He was presenting Adam with a classic query,
‘Why did you respond to your wife’s request to eat of the
fruit? Why did you eat it?’ You should realize ‘where you
are,’ your talents, strength, goals and objectives in life. In

